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Hot Socks Spectra IV
Article number: 3785Quality:
75 % virgin wool (superwash), 25 % polyamide
100 g / 420 m
ball type: standard ball (lengthwise)
Recommended needle size: 2,5 - 3,0
Swatch: 30 M x 40 R = 10 cm x 10 cm
Material usage:
approx. 400 g for a sweater in size 38
approx. 100 g for a pair of socks

Tension:
30 sts and 40 rows to 10 cm measured over stockinette stitch
Usage: wide scarf in wave pattern with size 3,5 - 4mm needles approx. 180 x 30 cm approx. 200g
shawl in lace pattern using size 3,5 - 4mm needles approx. 90 x 170cm approx. 300g
1 pair of socks up to size EU 46/47 approx. 100g
Description:
simple single twisted roving yarn
the colours are printed before the spinning process on the open roving band thus creating a
long and soft colour change
this effect can only be created with a single ply yarn and therefore less hard-wearing when
compared to the classical 4-ply sock yarn
very long colour repeat that is carried through almost the entire sock
every sock is therefore one-of-a-kind
colouration is similar on the socks but not identical
fantastic colour effect that comes straight out of the ball
Use – Knitting Ideas:
not your every day socks with a special colour pattern
scarves and shawls using the modern lace techniques with colourful yarns where a larger
needle is used!
Care Instructions:
washable at max. 30°C, gentle cycle
do not iron
do not bleach
not suitable for the tumbler
professional dry-cleaning can be used
use only low spin cycle
use liquid fine or wool detergent
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do not use fabric softeners
dry knitted pieces lying flat on a towel and gently stretch into shape
do not dry in direct sunlight
Suitable for knitting machine
delicate washing cycle, max. 30 °C
chlorine for bleaching not possible
do not put in the dryer
Do not iron
porfessional dry cleaning possible
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